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About Sleepbox
Sleepbox is the global award winning capsule sleeping brand.
Sleepbox is a leading industry innovator, offering a unique,
multi-layered strategy which has transformed the definition of hotels,
whilst creating a unique experience within the global business,
hospitality and travel platforms.
Our luxury brand of micro accommodation will aim to re-energise the
weary and disenchanted guest by offering them an affordable and
convenient solution when they most need it.
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SLEEPBOX CLASSIC
ATTENTION TO DETAIL
The Sleepbox Classic is the embodiment of our theology,
simplicity and innovation, combined with practicality. The
interior, spaciousness and incomparable quality of chosen
materials used add up to a comfortable and desirable
experience.

THE LED REVOLUTION
Sleepbox are lighting the way forward! The sleek spotlights
giving a warm and unmistakeable appearance. The 4500K lights
closely emulating daylight, whilst being vastly more efficient
and eco-friendly than traditional lighting.

WE SWEAT THE SMALL STUFF
With award winning architects as part of the team, each of the
Sleepboxes has been designed to maximise efficiency, luxury
and performance. Features such as the Sleepbox “signature” bed
makes staying in a Sleepbox such a pleasurable experience.
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SLEEPBOX CLASSIC SINGLE
If you prefer a natural feel, the distinctive beech effect of the
Sleepbox Classic Single is probably the choice.
Teamed with a dark mahogany finish, the contrasting style
only enhances the natural feel adding warmth and cosiness to
a relaxing environment.
The large contemporary, stylish window allows natural light
to flood in, whilst the electric privacy blinds transforms the
Sleepbox from day to night.
Designed for relaxed lounging, this laid-back minimalistic and
generously proportioned Sleepbox Classic Single comes in a
variety of different sizes and finishes.
Standard size is 2.3m/2.78 (H) – 1.6m/1.8 (D) and 2.5m (W)
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Classic Twin
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SLEEPBOX CLASSIC SINGLE
DESIGN
Although the Sleepbox Classic Single comes as standard,
special design options offered combines a bespoke blend
of features, colours and finishes. The Sleepbox Classic
Single uses the same colour scheme throughout. The
interior inlays of natural beech blend seamlessly with the
darker contrasting finish.

STYLISH BUT PRACTICAL
Whatever the task, Sleepbox can accommodate. The
stylish, drop down table allows for easy comfort whilst
working or using an electronic tablet or laptop device.
The shelf and spacious deskstation provides an ideal
solution to work at.

AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON
The conveniently located control panel is operated at the
touch of a button. The integrated climate control system
ensures the optimum temperature is maintained, whilst
the privacy blinds transform the Sleepbox in the blink of
any eye.
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SLEEPBOX CLASSIC SINGLE
Standard Features
CONSTRUCTION

INTERIOR

> Eight piece soundproofed body
> Size 2.3m/2.78m (H) x 1.6m/1.8m (D) x 2.5m (W)
> 1 window
> Door with mechanical lock and 3 keys
> Exhaust fan in the roof
> Air inlets under the bottom bed
> Durable floor carpet
> Adjustable height legs
> Single bed with mattress

> Workstation/Vanity Unit
> Cube style stool
> Single bed
> Electrical powered privacy blind
> Flip down table above the bed
> Wall mounted vanity mirror
> Horizontal hanger for clothing
> Clothing hooks
> Luggage space under bed

ELECTRICS

MISCELLANEOUS

> Main illuminating LED lamps
> Reading LED lamp/ceiling LED spotlights
> Bedside mains sockets
> Roof and floor electrical hatches

> Approx 1 Kw (220-230V 50 Hz is required
for one unit (power converters available
on request)
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SLEEPBOX CLASSIC DOUBLE
If you wish to get back to nature, the light, airy beech
effect interior of the Sleepbox Classic Double is probably
the correct choice.
Coupled with a dark mahogany contrasting finish, the
interior is both inviting and cosy. The Sleepbox ‘Classic’
double bed allows you to lay back and relax and forget
about the outside world, even if for only a short while.
Specially designed for relaxed lounging or sleeping, this
laid-back minimalistic and generously proportioned
Sleepbox Classic Double comes in a variety of different
finishes.
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“In everything we
do we strive for
perfection and push
the boundaries of
innovation to the
limit”
- David J Rowlands, Chairman
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SLEEPBOX CLASSIC DOUBLE
DESIGN
Although the Sleepbox Classic Double comes as
standard, special design options can be added to create a
bespoke Sleepbox that is personal to you. The Sleepbox Classic
Double uses the same colour scheme throughout as standard.
The interior inlays of natural beech blends seamlessly with the
darker contrasting finish.

CAPTIVATING LUXURY
The Sleepbox Classic Double is the ultimate in luxury.
Simplicity teamed with sophistication. The deliberately
widened interior, spaciousness and architecturally employed
design, add up to both a desirable and comfortable
experience.

Perfect Ambience
The Sleepbox team ensures that nothing is left to chance.
Every component is fine tuned to ensure the perfect ambience
is created, whilst incorporating the latest in eco friendly
technology. The sleek LED spotlights give a warm and
unmistakable appearance, whilst being vastly more efficient
than traditional lighting.
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SLEEPBOX CLASSIC DOUBLE
Standard Features
CONSTRUCTION

INTERIOR

> Eight piece soundproofed body
> Size 2.78m (H) x 2.5m (D) x 2.5m (W)
> 1 window
> Door with mechanical lock and 3 keys
> Exhaust fan in the roof
> Air inlets under the bottom bed
> Durable floor carpet
> Adjustable height legs
> Double bed with mattress

> Workstation/Vanity Unit
> Cube style stool
> Double bed
> Electrical powered privacy blind
> Flip down table above the bed
> Wall mounted vanity mirror
> Horizontal hanger for clothing
> Clothing hooks
> Luggage space under bed

ELECTRICS

MISCELLANEOUS

> Main illuminating LED lamps
> Reading LED lamp/ceiling LED spotlights
> Bedside mains sockets
> Roof and floor electrical hatches

> Approx 1 Kw (220-230V 50 Hz is required
for one unit (power converters available on
request)
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SLEEPBOX CLASSIC TWIN
Bring nature inside, with the wonderfully designed
Sleepbox Classic Twin.
Presenting natural beech with a contrasting
mahogany interior, the ambience of the Sleepbox
Classic Twin is nothing but relaxing and inviting.
The two contemporary windows located at the front
of the Sleepbox allows natural light in, whilst at the
touch of a button the electric privacy blinds quickly
transform the Sleepbox from day to night.
Designed for sleeping or relaxing, this laid-back
minimalistic and generously proportioned Sleepbox
Classic Twin offers 2 luxurious single beds and comes
in a variety of different sizes and finishes.
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SLEEPBOX CLASSIC TWIN
DESIGN
The Sleepbox experience has been tested to perfection to
ensure that it is worthy of the Sleepbox name. We’ve worked
tirelessly with our team of experts to ensure that nothing is left
to chance and your needs are carefully taken care of. The
Sleepbox Classic Twin emulates sophistication throughout.
The natural interior boasts an inviting finish welcoming you in,
whilst the contemporary detail offers a gentle hint of
sophistication.

EYE CATCHING AND DISTINCTIVE
The Sleepbox Classic Twin is one of our most popular models.
The interior is multi functional and comes with two Sleepbox
‘signature’ single beds. The interior offers simplicity; quickly
blending seamlessly into a luxurious environment.

DOUBLE THE EXPERIENCE
The Sleepbox Classic Twin is designed with 2 ‘signature’
Sleepbox single beds one above the other. The top bed
accessed by discreet steps located at the end of the Sleepbox.
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SLEEPBOX CLASSIC TWIN
Standard Features
CONSTRUCTION

INTERIOR

> Eight piece soundproofed body
> Size: 3.05m (H) x 2.5m (W) x 1.6m/1.8m (D)
> 2 windows
> Door with mechanical lock and 3 keys
> Exhaust fan in the roof
> Air inlets under the bottom bed
> Durable floor carpet
> Adjustable height legs
> Two ‘signature’ single beds with mattresses

> Desk station/Vanity Unit
> Cube stool
> 2 x single beds
> Electrical powered privacy blind(s)
> Flip down table above the bed
> Wall mounted vanity mirror
> Horizontal hanger for clothing
> Clothing hooks
> Luggage space under bed

ELECTRICS

MISCELLANEOUS

> Main illuminating lamps
> Reading lamps
> Bedside mains sockets
> Roof and floor electrical hatches

> Approx 1 Kw (220-230V 50 Hz is required
for one unit (power converters available
on request)
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SLEEPBOX CLASSIC TRIPLE
For families or friends travelling together, the Sleepbox
Classic Triple is the most cost effective solution of the
different Sleepbox solutions.
Designed with 3 ‘signature’ Sleepbox single beds, the
Sleepbox Classic Triple offers the perfect environment to rest
and unwind. The 3 contemporary, differently sized windows
located at the front of the Sleepbox subtly allow the
outside world in, whilst the silent motion of the electric
privacy blinds closing transforms the Sleepbox into a cosy
and inviting environment.
Designed for relaxed lounging or sleeping, this stylish
minimalistic and generously proportioned Sleepbox Classic
Triple comes in a variety of different finishes.
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SLEEPBOX CLASSIC TRIPLE
DESIGN
The Sleepbox Classic Triple offers a seamless colour
throughout including a natural blend of beech and
mahogany interior as standard. Additional design
options, colours and finishes are available. The contrast
of the sparkling white linen against the natural shades
of wood allows for an inviting environment to sleep,
rest and rejeuvenate.

SYNONYMOUS WITH PERFECTION
The Sleepbox Classic Triple offers the most flexibility
of all the range. Whilst boasting the largest of interior
space, the Sleepbox Classic Triple comes with three
Sleepbox ‘Signature’ single beds. Making it a perfect
solution for families or a group of friends.

STUNNING SURROUNDINGS
Kick back and enjoy the warm, yet incredibly subtle
surroundings that is the Classic Sleepbox Triple. The
natural beech interior whilst inviting and calm, boasts
three sumptuous Sleepbox ‘signature’ beds. The 		
spacious
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SLEEPBOX CLASSIC TRIPLE
Standard Features
CONSTRUCTION

INTERIOR

> Eight piece soundproofed body
> Desk station/Vanity Unit
> Sizes are 3.05m (H) x 1.6m/1.8m (D) x 2.5m (W) > Cube style stool
> 3 windows
> 3 x single beds
> Door with mechanical lock and 3 keys
> Electrical powered privacy blind(s)
> Exhaust fan in the roof
> Flip down table
> Air inlets under the bottom bed
> Wall mounted vanity mirror
> Durable floor carpet
> Horizontal hanger for clothing
> Adjustable height legs
> Clothing hooks
> Triple sleeping spaces with mattresses
> Luggage space under bed

ELECTRICS
> Main illuminating lamps
> Reading lamps
> Bedside mains sockets
> Roof and floor electrical hatches
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MISCELLANEOUS
> Approx 1 Kw (220-230V 50 Hz is required for one
unit (power converters available on request)

Classic Sleepbox: Internal
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CUSTOMISATION
OPTIONAL FEATURES
Choose your lock

Brand your own…

> Biometric fingerprint systems
> Contact-less magnetic key
> Key cards
> Regular Key Locks

> Individual colour scheme
> Corporate branding
> Variety of finishes

Designer headboards

Lighting

> Leather style upholstered with
studded detail*

> Glowing numbers, LED backlight for
box number

> Leather effect rectangle/square
quilted*

> System to show when box is vacant or
in use

> Brushed cotton button style*

Heat control systems

> Velvet embodied with Swarovski
Crystals*

> Air Conditioning

> Headboards are available in
1 – 3 sides

> Different sizes available

> Inflow fan (in addition to standard
exhaust fan)

(All areas which are marked with an * come standard with the Premier, Residence & Grand Sleepbox’s)
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General Enquiries
For general enquiries,
or to speak with one of our sales
representatives please call
Phone +44 (0) 1926 623063
FAX +44 (0) 1564 711001

Our opening hours are:
Mon – Fri
9am – 6pm (GMT)

Email Support
General Enquiries
Sales
Airport Division

info@sleepbox.co.uk
sales@sleepbox.co.uk
airport@sleepbox.co.uk

Post
All letters will be responded to by
our Customer Services Department:
Sleepbox Ltd
Innovation Centre
Warwick Technology Park
Warwick
CV34 6UW
United Kingdom
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